
Cleans, mops, and cleans mops.



Vacuuming and mopping 2-in-1.  Free up your hands and take care of the floor with one robot.

Wider roller brush and greater suction power. 

The automatically washed and dried dual rotary mops stay clean and fresh, preventing mold and unpleasant odor.

A large 6,400mAh battery supports large-scale cleaning.

W10 Product 
Introduction
Vacuums, mops, washes, dries, 
and cleans in just one step.



1. D-shaped robot design, better 

00edge cleaning.

2. Up to 18mm (0.71in) obstacle 

00crossing ability.

3. Voice control through smart    

00speaker.

4. Recharges and resumes.

5. Anti-collision and anti-drop.

More User-Friendly 
Features

1. Smart auto-return for mop-cleaning.

2. 4L (1.06gal) super-large independent 

00clean water and dirty water tanks.

3. Mop scrubbing.

Rotary Mop-Cleaning

Highlights

1. Hot air drying for the mop.

2. Low noise and quick drying.

Automatic Cleaning and 
Drying for the Mop

Vacuum and Mop
 2-In-1

1. 19.2cm (7.56in) ultra-wide 

     roller brush.

2. 4,000Pa suction power.

3. Tangle-free vacuuming design.

4. 450ml (0.12gal) large dust tank.

5. Dual rotary mops pressed                     

00firmly against the floor.

6. Multi-layer composite material                 

00mop.

7. Ultrasonic carpet recognition.

1. LiDAR navigation for effective 
    cleaning.

2. Customized map operation.

LiDAR Navigation and 
Customized Map Operation



Vacuum and 
Mop 2-In-1

Compared with the ordinary sweeper (17cm/7in) roller brush, it 
has a broader sweeping range and covers larger areas.

suction, which can be adjusted freely according to the 
dirtiness of the floor.

1. 19.2cm (7.56in) Ultra-Wide Brush

2. 4,000Pa Suction

The comb-like design mitigates tangled hair and makes 
it easier to clean.

3. Tangle-Free Vacuuming Design

No need to frequently empty the dustbin, making cleaning 
even easier.

4. 450ml (0.12gal) Large Dust Tank

More Detailed Vacuuming



The dual rotary mops are pressed closely to the floor, allowing them to rotate at an 
impressive180RPM with 10N of continuous downward pressure. Powerful enough to 
easily clean dust, lint, juice stains, coffee stains, and more.

5. Dual Rotary Mops

Composite material made of tendon cloth and sponge cloth absorbs and locks in 
liquid, leaving no water stains. Strong, durable, and easy to clean.

Select from three water volume options in the app to suit different cleaning needs and 
ensure impressive mopping performance.

6. Multi-Layer Composite Material Mop

7. Water Level Control

More Thorough Mopping

4. 450ml (0.12gal) Large Dust Tank

Slightly dry Moist Wet



Dreame Bot W10 Vacuum & Mop 2-In-1 Other Mopping Robots

Product Comparison

VS
Vacuuming and mopping in one step.

Wide rolling brush covering a larger surface area in one sweep.

Strong suction power to vacuum and sweep thoroughly.

Constantly pressed firmly to the floor, easily wiping up stubborn stains.

Manually switch between mopping and vacuuming, making operation 

troublesome.

Only mops the floor without cleaning dust and hair.

Low suction power with a narrow suction port results in poor cleaning.

Without pressure, only particles loosely on the surface can be cleaned.



Automatic 
Mop-Cleaning 
and Dry System

mold and unpleasant odor. Drying with low noise and 104  hot air keeps the mop hygienic without disturbing you.

Hot Air Mop-Drying

The pads are sprayed with water and then spin rapidly against small grooves to dislodge dirt. The cleaning tray is detachable 

for easy maintenance. A nozzle at the bottom of the dock deposits the waste water into the dirty water tank. 

Rotary Mop-Cleaning



A damp mop stored for a long time is a health hazard. It easily becomes a source 
of bad smells and mold and is a breeding ground for bacteria.

Product Comparison

VS
Dreame Bot W10 Other Mopping Robots

Hot air drying, healthier and safer.

Low noise and minimal disruption.

Natural air-drying breeds germs.

Loud noise leads to a poor user experience.

Bacteria Build-up Mold Growth  Virus Spread Mite Proliferation Dirtier Every Time



When the mops are attached and wet mopping mode is active, it automatically avoids the carpet to keep from wetting it.

Mop Mode/All-In-One Mode

When the mops are removed and vacuum mode is engaged, it will automatically boost the power on carpets to clean them 
more thoroughly.

Vacuum Mode

Ultrasonic 
Carpet Detection

Ultrasonic Sensor



Separate 4L (1.06gal) Water Tank for 
Clean and Dirty Water
Washes the mops with clean water and recycles the sewage. 4L (1.06gal) of large-capacity storage supports the cleaning 

of large apartments of up to 300㎡(3,229ft²) * in one go.

The maximum working time of 210min* makes the cleaning of large houses a piece of cake.

6,400mAh Large Capacity Battery

Large Capacity 
and Huge 
Coverage

*300㎡ (3,229ft²) : Refers to an area including furniture. Data is based on Dreame laboratory testing simulating a home environment with W10 fully charged, operating in all-in-one cleaning mode, and with 
suction power set to eco mode. Performance may vary in actual use depending on environment, settings, and other variables.
*210min: Based on laboratory testing simulating a home environment with the W10 fully charged, operating all-in-one cleaning mode, and with suction power set to eco mode. Performance may vary in 
actual use depending on environment, settings, and other variables.



√

②

You can save up to 3 maps, so 

you don't need to build maps 

repeatedly for duplexes.

After the map is created, rooms can 

be distinguished according to the 

actual house layout, automatically 

partitioned, and named.

You can set up no-go zones 

 or no-mopping areas

on the map so that the robot 

does not go there when in a 

certain mode.

Users can use the mobile 

app to mark an area on the 

map to focus on cleaning.

Easily select one room or multiple 

rooms at a time and decide the

order they should be cleaned.

Advanced LiDAR navigation and a SLAM algorithm facilitate fast scanning, dynamic and accurate mapping, and efficient path planning. The robot will intelligently navigate your home and 
build a map. As it gets to know your home, it will learn the most efficient cleaning path and leave you with a flawless clean. Meanwhile, a variety of cleaning settings make cleaning more carefree. 

LiDAR Navigation and Personalized 
Map Operation

Multi-Floor Mapping 

×
Living
room

Master
bedroom

Secondary
bedroom

Dining
room

Bath-
room

kitchen

√ √

√
①

③

Room by Room Cleaning Virtual No-Go Zones Zone Cleaning Select Cleaning



* After the mop is installed, the mode is vacuuming and mopping by default. You can switch to just mopping in the mobile application.

Vacuums and mops at the same time 
when cleaning the floor, easily eliminate 
dirt, grime, and spills.

Picks up tiny dust from deep 
cracks and carpets with an 
extended 19.2cm (7.56in) main 
brush and powerful 4,000pa 
suction. 

Cleans hard floors, eliminating 
dirt, dust, and grime by quietly 
mopping. 

Vacuuming and Mopping Vacuuming Mode Mopping Mode

Multiple 
Cleaning Modes 
at Your Disposal



Link your smart home devices to the robot cleaner and tell it when and how you want to clean. 

Easy Cleaning with Voice Control

Start cleaning.

Stop cleaning. Recharge.

Customized 
Map Operation



out dirt and grime.

The D-shaped robot design makes it easier to clean 

edges and corners. Overcomes 18mm (0.71in) obstacles like a pro.

More User-Friendly Features

Brand-New Mop Design D-Shaped Build 18mm (0.71in) Obstacle-Crossing 
Ability

Floating roller 
brush



The robot will safely reverse its direction when 

confronting stairs to prevent falling. 

Avoids Stairs

More User-Friendly Features

Floating roller 
brush

After stopping to recharge, the robot 

automatically returns to the spot it 

previously stopped to resume cleaning.

Resumes at Breakpoints
Low battery prompts auto-return to recharge: 

when the battery is low, it will automatically 

return to the charging station. 

Auto-Return to Recharge

*300  (3,229ft²) : Refers to an area including furniture. Data is based on Dreame laboratory testing simulating a home environment with W10 fully charged, operating in all-in-one cleaning mode, and with 
suction power set to eco mode. Performance may vary in actual use depending on environment, settings, and other variables.
*210min: Based on laboratory testing simulating a home environment with the W10 fully charged, operating all-in-one cleaning mode, and with suction power set to eco mode. Performance may vary in 
actual use depending on environment, settings, and other variables.



Product Specifications

Package 
List

Robot Self-Wash Base Cleaning Tool Power Cord Mop Pad × 2 Side Brush

Brands/Models

Navigation Technology

Multi-Floor Mapping

Vacuuming and Mopping

Suction Power (Pa)

Dustbin Capacity 

Mopping Mode

Robot Water Tank (mL)

Carpet Recognition

Dreame Bot W10
Self-Cleaning Robot Vacuum and Mop

LiDAR

3

Vacuum and Mop 2-In-1

4,000

450mL (0.12gal)

Dual Rotary Mopping

None

Ultrasonic

Obstacle-Crossing

Battery Capacity (mAh)

Runtime (min)

Height 

Noise (dBA)

Base Clean Water Tank

Base Dirty Water Tank

Mop Cleaning

Mop Sterilization

1.8cm (0.71in)

6,400

210

10.5cm (4.13in)

65

4L (1.06gal)

4L (1.06gal)

Spin & Clean

104℉ Hot Air Drying


